
Curiosity won. Anna figured that Bridget would manage to somehow get inside the caravan, while the opportu-
nity to investigate what the pair of foreigners was up to would not be repeated. Besides, if they decided to 
return suddenly, then she could still warn her friend, she thought. This time she refrained from running,
and carefully left her hiding place to follow the siblings. A forest path led her to another part of the lake.
The forest here was much denser. From the thick trunks of the trees, she could see that they must have been 
growing there for hundreds of years. The fair-haired siblings had disappeared somewhere. Suddenly Anna 
noticed, among the tangled roots, strange, mossy stones with unnatural, regular shapes. The teenager decided 
to investigate. She moved away from the path. There were more and more stones. She realised that these must 
be ruins of some ancient structure! And sure enough, after a while she noticed fragments of walls and a cracked 
stone floor. Suddenly she noticed a glow that seemed to be coming from under the ground. She went closer. 
Someone had been here before and had moved aside fragments of the ancient floor, under which there was
a wide opening leading into the ground. The artificial light of an electric lamp could be seen from inside. Anna 
heard the muffled voices of the foreigners coming from inside the ruins, crawled over to the opening. She could 
see that there was a brand-new aluminium ladder positioned inside it. She could still hear the siblings discussing 
things but couldn't see them below. ‘They must have ventured deeper into the depths of ruins’, she thought. 
Following the source of light, Anna carefully descended the ladder and began to creep towards the voices.
The ceiling of the underground corridor was supported by densely placed stone columns. The corridor itself led 
to a larger hall, in the centre of which stood a stone pedestal on which the foreigners had placed a lamp
and unfolded the stolen map. The walls of the hall were decorated with reliefs depicting bearded warriors
with large axes. Large stone shields hung in several places, on which the chisel of an ancient sculptor had carved 
strange marks. The foreigners hotly debated with each other as they checked the map, then every now and then 
approached the shields and bas-reliefs. They tried to move, push, pull and even rub them, but this had no effect 
other than increasing their growing frustration. Eventually, the man took a pack of cigarettes out of his pocket. 
The woman scolded him and motioned for them to go outside with it. Anna quickly hid in the shadows of
the stone columns. She pressed her back against the cold, damp wall, closed her eyes and held her breath. 
Success! The siblings left the lamp in the room and did not notice the teenager. They climbed the ladder
and disappeared. - ‘It’s now or never!’, Anna thought, and in one leap she found herself by the stone pulpit.
She quickly grabbed and rolled up the map, switched off the lamp, and felt her way back to where she had been 
hiding. Now she waited for what would happen next. After a while the foreigners descended the ladder only
to find themselves in total darkness. They cursed loudly and trudged through the flickering light of their lighters 
towards the underground hall. The flames burned their fingers and they had to put out their makeshift light 
sources every now and then. Anna waited for the right moment and then disappeared behind their backs.
As silently as she could she climbed the ladder and started pulling it up to trap the siblings underground. 
However, the scraping sound of metal caught their attention. The man ran towards the disappearing ladder, 
managed to grab the last rung , and pulled down with all his weight. Anna had to release her grip so that he 
would not pull her down inside with the ladder! She started to run away as quickly as was physically possible
for her legs to carry her. Meanwhile, the sinister couple had managed to reposition the ladder and were already 
climbing up after Anna! The teenager ran to the main road leading back to the camp. She heard the shouts
of the foreigners behind her. She did not turn around. She knew that she was faster than they were, and that 
she would manage to run to the camp and find shelter there. Suddenly she noticed a familiar figure on the road. 
- ‘Bridget!!’, Anna shouted - ‘Hide! They're chasing me!’, was all she managed to say between gasping breaths.
As she ran by, she pushed her surprised friend into a roadside ditch, and rushed on... 

Follow Anna - go to episode 5A
See what Bridget will do - go to episode 5B
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